Arizona
Don't send: Only send what is listed below.
Send: All non-Moscow secondary literature on Russian literature/culture (no serials). All materials on Russian or East European cinema.

ASU
Don't send: No restrictions provided
Send: No preferences provided

Berkeley
Don't send: Books that were published between 1954-2010 in all languages of the Eastern/ Central Europe, Caucasus and Central Asia; Loose serial issues and damaged books/journals
Send: Books published before 1953 and after 2010

Oregon
Don't send: Moscow and Leningrad publishers from 1960 to 1990.
Send: Russian, Polish & Czech published after 1990 (no medicine, science or agriculture) and all Balkan publications (no medicine, science or agriculture)

Stanford
Don't send: Major Moscow publishers 1961 to present
Send: Pre-1960 any subject or publisher; All sci-tech & children's books; All non-Moscow books (E Eur, Russia, entire FSU in any language); Literary translations into Russian
May Send: West European & North American books on our area only (to offer to exchange partners).

UCLA
Don't send: Major Moscow publishers 1961 to 1990; Judaica pre-1990; Books in Central Asian languages
Send: Pre-1960 any subject or publisher; Judaica 1990-; All non-Moscow books (East European & Russian)

Washington
Don't send: Pre-1990 publications
Send: Post-1990 publications in all subject areas, all languages.